
Cut pieces from ultra-
stiff plastic canvas, fill in 
with yarn and whipstitch 
together. Tip: Add mini 

buttons for details.

Put a little fun in functional with these project ideas.

Plastic Canvas Crafts
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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NEEDLES
TO SAY
This cactus is a stunner. Fold six 
circle canvases using a heat tool and 
bone folder, and then stitch them 
green. Once you have them all pieced 
together, pop on a pompom and it’s 
ready to “plant.”

COAST 
TO COAST
Continental-stitch your way around 
these circle canvases and you’ve got 
coasters worth coveting. Tip: To hide 
yarn tail, keep it lined up with in-progress 
row and work as usual—it’ll disappear 
behind the stitches! 
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THE RUN AROUND
With a little careful cutting, one 9 ½” circle plastic canvas equals three hoops—and the start of one fantastic 

table runner. Tip: Save stitching the outer borders for last, linking the pieces together as you go around.

Because of plastic canvas’ 
wide-spaced grid design and stiff 
construction, it’s a great beginner 

material for yarn needle art—
and as an alternative to cross-

stitch and embroidery. 
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WESTERN WIN
The first step for this ringer of a craft is cutting circle plastic canvases into horseshoe 

shapes. Add colorful yarn (straight or angled stitches work great), and the game’s afoot. 

JEWELRY 
HEIST
Put the yarn away, and pull 
out the spray paint: Cover two 
frames in gold paint, use glue 
to sandwich plastic canvas in 
between them, and embellish! 
The grid is perfect for hanging 
earrings and accessories.
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ALL IN PLACE
Ingredients: placemat plastic canvas and multicolored yarn. Recipe: Outline design with 

marker and trace with backstitches, and then fill the rest in with long stitches. Time for dinner!

DREAM ON
Love creating jaw-dropping DIY 
details? Then this dreamcatcher 
is for you. Here’s a quick tip to get 
you started: Cut the middle out 
of a circle canvas to make room 
for a custom-cut tribal design, 
and then suspend that piece 
from looping yarn. 



SEASON’S 
STITCHES
Create your own ornaments 
with festive yarn (gold is a 
must) and pre-cut canvases 
(our star, 3” and 4 ½” circles 
are just the start). Combine 
straight, angled and radial 
stitches for unique designs, 
and finish the edges with an 
overcast stitch.

GINGHAM 
STYLE
For the homespun pattern 
on these custom-cut banner 
pieces, fill 3x3 grid blocks 
using the continental stitch. 
Alternate between three 
colors, one color per 3x3 block. 

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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